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Welcome to
ERIKS
Gasket Technology

We are a dynamic, market leader in the
design, manufacture and supply of
essential sealing and insulation products.
Our hallmark is quality. From product range to customer service;
from design services to logistics and supply systems, ERIKS Gasket
Technology is entirely focussed on providing you, the customer,
with excellence in all that we do.
In the industry for over 40 years and with an annual turnover of
£10m, ERIKS Gasket Technology has the right team and the right
products to supply your company’s needs.
We design, manufacture and supply a wide range of essential
sealing and insulation components to many industries where
equipment failure is not an option.
Products include cut gaskets, moulded seals and shaped thermal
insulation components, all vital to a modern industrial society.
We ensure that white goods manufacturers, petrochemical and
chemical plants, power stations, utility suppliers, hospitals, the
automotive industry, pipeline and boiler manufacturers and other
key industries function effectively by supplying only the best
materials available on the market.

ISO 9001
Quality Management System

Service

ERIKS Gasket Technology is a trusted
company, applying our unique `Full Circle
Solution´ philosophy to the way we do
business. Our aim is to build long-term
working relationships so that you get the
product you want, when you want it, at the
right price and with superb service.
A Full Circle Solution is our way of ensuring that our customers
are at the heart of what we do. Whether it’s providing technical
advice and design expertise, arranging rapid replenishment of
essential stock, ensuring efficient processing and delivery of
orders or providing excellent customer service, ERIKS Gasket
Technology has earned the respect of the industry.
Design, Manufacture, Supply is the FULL CIRCLE VISION.
ERIKS Gasket Technology is committed to all we do including
training and development. For our customers this means friendly,
efficient service backed up by technical expertise and on-site
support. Every member of our sales force is a trained and
experienced engineer with the ability to offer advice on request.
We apply a continuous improvement training policy for every
member of our workforce. We improve our service by listening
to our customers. We are proud to have received numerous
‘Supply Company’ awards from major customers.
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Design

With its own engineering design studio
ERIKS Gasket Technology is more than
capable of meeting your exacting
requirements for bespoke gasket
components. One-off or small order
requests can be made directly to our sales
department who can offer specialist
technical advice with regard to the best
materials available.
Components are manufactured in accordance with all relevant
British, European and American standards and our team of
experienced engineers use an extensive range of cutting methods
to craft precisely your exact requirements.
With a reputation for excellent service and delivery you can rest
assured that ERIKS Gasket Technology is also meticulous about
the quality of its product range.
Working closely with renowned manufacturers we provide an
extensive range of seals, gaskets and insulation components
available in a wide range of exceptional materials to suit every
demanding application.
A summary of our product range is given later in the brochure. Our
sales team will be delighted to provide detailed, technical advice
as to performance and suitability for specific situations.

Logistics

As an industry leader we deploy logistical
systems that benefit customers. Over 50%
of our output is despatched on a same day
basis; a service which is required and
valued by many customers.
For larger customers in particular we operate a ‘Kanban’ system of
order processing and supply to ensure a guaranteed on-site
holding of essential stock. Originally developed by the Japanese
automotive industry, ERIKS Gasket Technology has refined the
system by negotiating with customers a specified level of stock that
must be maintained on their sites and then putting in place the
ordering and delivery mechanisms that make it work. Special
‘Kanban’ containers are held on the customer’s site and removed,
replenished and replaced, usually on a daily basis according to the
agreed inventory levels.

Expertise
ERIKS Gasket Technology is a dynamic company constantly
developing its expertise in new fields of engineering. We are a
leading exponent of waterjet technology and CNC knife cutting.
It sounds incredible but this technology is superior to die cutting,
flame or laser methods. Our four unique machines can cut
materials from wafer-thin to 150mm thick, using processes that
are environmentally safe, reliable and cost-effective.
From precision aluminium components to marble worktops to
automotive panels ERIKS Gasket Technology can cut it.

Kanban: Can do
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New Services

Part of our diversification development is our entry into the
provision of skin packaged products for the OEM trade; specifically
to provide small units such as gaskets, washers and seals for after
market sales.
We have a concern to provide OEM (original equipment
manufacturers) items to ensure that genuine parts are available for
both the industry and domestic markets as an alternative to
products of inferior quality.
Although remaining closely associated with "A" brand
manufacturers, as part of the Eriks Group, we are committed to the
introduction of high quality private brand "RX" materials. Our web
pages will be constantly updated to reflect the full range of product
offerings, when they are introduced.

The Environment
A key factor in our business operation is a concern to act
responsibly in environmental issues. Our written policy translates
into positive action across the whole company covering waste
management, materials recycling, power and fuel economy.
Synthetic compounds are securely stored as a matter of standard
practice and where possible we use non-toxic materials. Staff and
management are actively encouraged to ‘think green, act
responsibly, think tidy’ as an inherent part of their daily routine.

Fibre Sheet Jointing
General Grade Gasket Materials

In accordance with the requirements of BS7531 Grade Y.
For use with water, steam and gases at temperatures up
to 200ºC and for oil, solvents and inert liquids at
temperatures up to 350ºC.
RX PT30:
RX PT30 is a high quality, private brand sheet jointing comprising of a mixture of
polyaramid and inorganic fibres, bonded with a NBR binder. It is a general purpose gasket
material, suitable for hot and cold water, steam, oil, fuel, gases and other general duties.
Colour - Orange
Approvals: BS7531 Grade Y.

RX PT50:
RX PT50 is an alternative private brand aramid based sheet jointing. Again it is suitable
for general purpose low temperature applications, including water, steam, oil, fuel gases
and other general duties. Colour - Beige.
Approvals: BS7531 Grade Y, DVGW, HTB, KTW.

Frenzelit Novapress Basic
Novapress basic is a high quality, general service material manufactured by our German
manufacturing partner, Frenzelit. It is manufactured from a blend of aramid fibres, special
fillers and NBR binder. Suitable for general media resistance. Colour - Orange.
We also supply a comprehensive range of other material grades. For more advice please
contact our sales department.
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Fibre Sheet Jointing
General Grade Gasket Materials

In accordance with the requirements of BS 7531 grade X.
For use with water, steam and gases at temperatures up
to 250ºC and for oil, solvents and inert liquids at
temperatures up to 440ºC.
RX PT60
RX PT60 is our premium quality, private branded sheet jointing, comprising of glass and
aramid fibres, bonded together with NBR binder. It is a general purpose, medium pressure
rated gasket material. An excellent choice for general chemical applications, it can be
used with a wide range of gas and liquid media. Colour - Green.
Approvals: BS7531 Grade X, DVGW, KTW, WRAS, BAM and TA Luft.

Frenzelit Novatec Premium
Novatec Premium is the general premium quality, general service material manufactured
by our German manufacturing partner, Frenzelit. It is manufactured from a blend of aramid
fibres and graphite bonded together with NBR binder. This material combination offers a
highly compressible gasket material with good stress relaxation, temperature resisitance
and good flexibility. Suitable for oils and fats, weak acids and alkalis, solvents,
refridgerants and steam. Colour - Royal Blue.
Approvals: BS7531 Grade X, DVGW, KTW, WRAS, BAM and TA Luft.
We also supply a comprehensive range of other material grades. For more advice please
contact our sales department.

Reinforced Graphite
Premium Grade Gasket Materials

A semi-rigid laminated material manufactured from high
purity exfoliated graphite reinforced with Nickel or
Stainless foil or tanged stainless steel. It is suitable for
sealing against steam and most other media with the
exception of strongly oxidising reagents. Recommended
for use at 350ºC and for pressures up to 2900psi. General
material grades available from ERIKS Gasket Technology
include.
RX Egraflex Tanged Graphite
RX Egraflex is a Graphite Laminate sheeting reinforced with a 316 Stainless Steel insert.
A universal material for (petro)chemicals. Used in high pressure and high temperature
applications. Available in 1.5mm, 2mm and 3mm thicknesses. RX Egraflex Tanged
Graphite is a graphite laminate reinforced with a tanged stainless steel core.
Recommended for applications involving high sealing stresses and where high blowout
resistance is required. The inclusion of the steel reinforcing layer gives rise to a robust
sheet. Can be used to seal a wide range of media, with the exception of strong oxidising
agents, at extremes of temperature and pressure.

Frenzelit Novaphit SSTC
Novaphit SSTC is a premium grade high purity expanded graphite with expanded stainless
steel material with a steel inlay. Particularly suitable for applications subject to high thermal
and mechanical loads in additon to fluctuating loads. Suitable for saturated steam,
superheated steam and carrier oils.
Approvals: DVGW, BAM (max. 200°C/130bar), Fire Safe, GL

Novaphit MST
Novaphit MST ia a multi layer gasket made from 99.5% pure expanded graphite with
several expanded steel and smooth stainless steel reinforcement layers, mixed with an
intelligent internal impregnation. The design offers a dimensionally stable high
compressible, simple to cut high quality gasket solution.
Approvals: Firesafe (DIN EN ISO 10497, API607, BS6755), BAM (O2: 200°C/130 bar),
TA Luft, DVGW, GL

We also supply a comprehensive range of other material grades. For more advice please
contact our sales department.
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Composite PTFE Products
PTFE Materials

Composite RX PTFE150 and RX PTFE160 are a PTFE based
group of products capable of sealing chemicals right
across the 0-14pH range, at temperatures from cryogenic
to 260°C and at pressures from 85 Bar down to vacuum.
Typified by low creep, sustained service capability and
robustness and has numerous advantages over many
alternatives including pure and filled PTFE and envelope
gaskets.
RX PTFE150
A Blue Modified PTFE sheeting. High performance biaxially orientated sheet sealing
material containing PTFE with hollow glass micro spheres. Excellent resistant against
cold-creep and very gas tight. Seals with low bolt force. Universal chemical resistance and
can be used for several flange materials: steel, plastic, glass and ceramic lined.
Temperature from -210ºC up to +260ºC

RX PTFE160
A Pink Modified PTFE sheeting, High performance biaxially orientated sheet sealing
material containing PTFE with silica filler. Excellent resistant against cold-creep. Universal
quality for (petro) chemical applications, acids and gases. Temperature from -210ºC up
to +260ºC

Expanded PTFE Products
PTFE Materials

RX Flowtite
RX Flowtite 100% multidirectional expanded PTFE sheet, minimum of cold creep,
high gas permability. Universal chemical resistant, pH 0-14, excellent in use on
rough or damaged surfaces. Range of Temperature -240 to +230ºC.

We also supply a comprehensive range of other material grades. For more advice please
contact our sales department

RX Gaskets - Summary

RX PT20
RX PT20, is a General Purpose Gasket Sheet material which is a composite of mineral
and Aramid fibres with NBR binder. Can be used in a wide range of non-aggressive media
like air, water, oils, grease and mild acids.

RX PT30
RX PT30, is a high quality private brand sheet jointing, comprising of a mixture of
polyaramid and inorganic fibres, bonded with NBR binder. It is a general purpose gasket
material, suitable for hot and cold water, steam, oil, fuel, gases and other general duties.
Approved to BS7531 Grade Y.

RX PT50
RX PT50, is an alternative, high quality private brand aramid based sheet jointing. Again
it is a general purpose medium pressure rated gasket material. An excellent choice for
general chemical applications, it can be used with a wide range of gas and liquid media.
Approved to BS7531 Grade Y.

RX PT60
RX Fibre PT60 is our premium quality, private branded sheet jointing comprising of glass
and aramid fibres with a NBR binder. It is a general purpose, medium pressure rated
gasket material. An excellent choice for general chemical applications, it can be used with
a wide range of gas and liquid media. Approved to BS7531 Grade X.

RX Egraflex
RX Egraflex is a Graphite Laminate sheeting reinforced with a 316 Stainless Steel tanged
insert. A universal material for (petro)chemicals. Used in high pressure and high
temperature (350ºC) applications. Available in 1.5mm, 2mm and 3mm thicknesses.

RX PTFE150
A Blue Modified PTFE sheeting high performance biaxially orientated sheet sealing
material containing PTFE with hollow glass micro spheres. Excellent resistant against
cold-creep and very gas tight. Seals with low bolt force. Universal chemical resistance and
can be used for several flange materials: steel, plastic, glass and ceramic lined.
Temperature from -210ºC up to +260ºC

RX PTFE160
A Pink Modified PTFE sheeting, high performance biaxially orientated sheet sealing
material containing PTFE with silica filler. Excellent resistant against cold-creep. Universal
quality for (petro) chemical applications, acids and gases. Temperature from -210ºC up
to +260ºC

RX Flowtite
RX Flowtite 100% multidirectional expanded PTFE sheet, minimum of cold creep,
high gas permability. Universal chemical resistant, pH 0-14, excellent in use on
rough or damaged surfaces. Range of Temperature -240 to +230ºC.
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High Temperature Materials

High temperature gaskets for extreme applications and
environments.
Frenzelit NovaMICA® THERMEX
NovaMICA® THERMEX is the brand-new gasket material with extremely high temperature
stability. It is based on processed phlogopite mica resistant to continuous
temperatures of up to 1000ºC. Suitable for extreme thermal and mechanical applications,
especially exhaust.

Novus HI-Temp
A mica/silicone based high temperature sealing material. For use as sealing material
between flanges, can be in the form of sheets or cut gaskets. Application exhaust pipes,
gas turbines, up to 1000ºC.

Flexitallic Thermiculite®
Thermiculite® 815 is a high temperature sheet sealing material comprising chemically
exfoliated and thermally exfoliated vermiculite with a tanged stainless steel core.
Recommended for use in high temperature sealing applications.
Maximum recommended temperature: 800ºC (1470ºF).
Maximum recommended pressure: 20 Mpa (200 bar; 2900 psi)

Spiral Wound Gaskets
Semi Metallic Gaskets

A comprehensive stock of SWG manufactured in
accordance with ASME B16.20 are available for immediate
delivery. Spiral wound gaskets are used for high pressure
and temperature applications. ERIKS has a selection
in all conceivable models and in various materials. In
addition, special gaskets can be made quickly in our own
production facility.
Style R
The basic spiral wound gasket construction, consisting purely of windings of steel and a
gasket filler material. Exhibiting excellent compression characteristics, the style R is
suitable for tongue and groove, male to female or grooved to flat face assemblies.

Style C/O

Style RIR
The addition of a solid inner ring adds strength to the gasket, gives a compression stop or
fills an annular space between a flange bore and the gasket seal. This type of gasket
is suited to a heat exchanger type male and female flange assembly.

Style C/O
For raised face and flat faced flanges, an external metallic ring is utilised to centre the
gasket seal on the flange face, provide radial strength to prevent blowout and to act as a
compression stop.
Sealing Element ID
Sealing Element OD
Guide Ring OD

Style C/I
A modification of the Style C/O, with an additional inner ring which provides further gasket
strength, an additional compression limiting stop, but more importantly acts as a
heat and corrosion barrier. Suitable for all flange ratings, but in particular high pressure/
temperature duties, or where a corrosive or toxic media is present.

Style C/I

Style C/O

Inner Ring ID
Sealing Element ID
Sealing Element OD
Guide Ring OD

Style C/I
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Camprofile
Semi Metallic Gaskets

Style KV

The Camprofile offers a safe, effective seal under the most
exacting conditions on both standard pipework and
specialist applications.
The Camprofile gasket offers excellent flexibility and
recovery characteristics, allowing seal integrity under
pressure and temperature fluctuations, temperature
differential across the flange face, flange rotation, bolt
stress relaxation and creep
CAMPRO KV

Style KV9

Standard basic type for all special dimensions present in pressure vessels like heat
exchangers, reaction towers, flanges with male & female and tongue & grove construction.
Can also be equipped with partition bars

CAMPRO KV9
Type KV incorporating an integral outer location ring. Designed for standard flanges raised
face and flat face. High stability.

CAMPRO KV9L
Same as the KV9 where the integral outer location ring is replaced by a loose ring. Less
stability than the KV9, however this allows for any thermal variations that may occur during
service.

Style KV9L

Gasket Selection Chart

Material

RX
PT20

RX
PT30

RX
PT50

RX
PT60

RX
RX
RX
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Egraflex PTFE150 PTFE160 Flowtite

Y

Y
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Y
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Y

Y
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Application
Air
Steam

Y

Oxygen
Oil

Y
Y

Y

Y

Solvent

Y
Y
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Products

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Strong Acid

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y
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Weak Alkali

Y

Y

Y

Y

Strong Alkali
Food Stuffs
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Y

Y

Potable Water
Weak Acid

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y
Y

Y

Y

Y

Information provided is indicative only. Additional considerations such as material thickness, pressure and temperature must be
considered. For Sprial wound gaskets and Camprofiles, chemical compatibility is dependent on material combination.
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Additional Gasket Products

In addition to our general range of gasket sealing
materials, ERIKS Gasket Technology manufacture a wide
range of commodity gasket products in base materials
including rubber, gasket paper and cork.
Rubber
We offer a full range of materials, either solid, reinforced or as a foam sponge. Materials
available include EPDM, Nitrile, Neoprene, Silicone, Viton in a comprehensive range of
thickness for 0.5mm up to 50mm.

Gasket paper
For general, low pressure, low temperature applications, a range of beta type jointing is
available. Thicknesses range from 0.15mm to 3mm thick.

Cork
For low pressure applications where high compressibility is required, ERIKS Gasket
Technology offer a wide range of cork products, either private branded or particular “A”
brand manufactured grades. Suitable for general media conditions, particular grades are
suitable against various mineral oils and fuels.

Other products include
Proofed woven glass, Sealing Tapes, Glass Ladder Tapes

Introducing:

novaphit® with XP technology

The first graphite gasket that is easy to remove from the flange,
reduces your maintenance costs and increases plant reliability.
Long-term non-stick properties throughout the application temperature range
from –200°C to +550°C:
Time and money are saved in maintenance operations thanks to fast gasket replacement
without any residue. Higher plant reliability and less downtime, because the sealing
surfaces do not need to be cleaned mechanically and are not therefore damaged.
Higher oxidation resistance:
More stable long-term sealing properties. Consistently low leakage

Compression Packings
Material Grades

ERIKS Gasket Technology are able to supply a comprehensive range of material grades to suit your specific needs.
In addition, we also stock a wide range of extraction tools.
GP 100
A Gland Packing of a high quality standard produced from natural fibres and lubricated.

GP 110
A cost effective cotton fibre gland packing with graphite and lubricated.

GP 120
A high quality plaited lubricated flax yarn gland packing impregnated with PTFE
dispersion.

GP 130
A graphite/PTFE with aramid in corners reinforced braided gland packing with a silicone
rubber core.

GP 140
Manufactured from twisted fibreglass and impregnated with a composite including a
high percentage of graphite with lubricant.

GP 150
A general use twisted fibreglass gland packing impregnated with PTFE and a silicone
lubricant.

GP 160
A plaited packing which is impregnated with PTFE and also with additional lubricants.

GP 170
A Gland Packing manufactured with a braided PTFE filament, also impregnated with PTFE
dispersion and additional lubricants.

GP 180
A braided gland packing manufactured from expanded graphite yarn with an exceptionally
high carbon content.

GP 190
A high quality gland packing manufactured from lubricated and pre graphited PTFE yarn.

GP 200
Aramid fibres are the basis for this extremely hard wearing gland packing, braided and
impregnated with PTFE.
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Packing Selection Chart

Identify the correct packing and gasket material for the application.
Check chemical compatibility - Pressure/ Temperature Limit - Gasket /Packing Size.
Grade

Typical
Uses

Temp
0oC

Max
Max Shaft
Pressure Speed
Bar
M/S

PH
Limits

Typical Applications

GP110

120ºC

70

5

5 - 10

General industrial use

GP130

-100/280ºC

250

20

2 - 12

Chemical, paper and pulp,
General industries.

GP140

-85/480ºC

140

15

3 - 12

GP150

-85/290ºC

140

10

3 - 12

Petrochemical, chemical,
food, pharmaceutical.

GP170

-85/260ºC

70

8

0 - 14

Petrochemical, chemical, food,
pharmaceutical.

GP180

-200/460ºC

180

20

0 - 14

Petrochemical chemical and
power generation industries.

GP200

-85/260ºC

250

15

2 - 12

Steel, chemical, paper, pulp
and cement industries.

General industrial use.

Our Sales Team will be delighted to provide detailed, technical advice as to performance and suitability for specific situations.

Installation Procedures

There are three crucial component stages in the correct fitting of a gasket, Selection,
Preparation and Assembly. Once you have correctly selected your gasket it is important
that you adopt the following procedures, only then can the seal be expected to provide
good performance, over a reasonable lifetime.

Handling

Carry gaskets carefully, ideally with some form of protective cover, do not bend, buckle or damage
the surface of the gasket.

Cleaning

Clean all fasteners and flange faces with a wire brush, ideally brass. Thoroughly remove all dirt on
threads, and ensure they are completely free from fragments before proceeding .

Inspection

Ensure all fasteners are free from defects, burrs or cracks. Always run bolts down by hand to give
an indication as to the performance of the threads. Inspect the flange surface for defects such as
scores or warping and ensure they are parallel.

Lubrication

Lubricate fasteners threads and all bearing surfaces, ensuring that the lubricant does not
contaminate the flange or gasket faces. Only use approved lubricants that are compatible with the
fasteners and ideally with the process fluid.

Installation

Carefully insert the new gasket, position it centrally between the flanges. Do not use tape or jointing
compounds. Take care when bringing the flanges together to avoid pinching or otherwise damaging
the gasket

Assembly

ALWAYS USE A CONTROLLED LOADING DEVICE:
Without controlled loading using a torque wrench or similar, you can’t be sure to the exact loading
placed on the gasket and its performance may be compromised.
ALWAYS TORQUE NUTS IN A CROSS BOLT PATTERN.
Following this pattern, tighten the nuts in multiple steps; tighten nuts loosely by hand then, torque
each nut to a maximum of 30% of full torque followed by 60% and then to full torque; final pass at
full torque, in a clockwise direction.
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Gasket troubleshooting
Gasket failure...problem diagnosis

Selection

Preparation

Assembly

Failure of sealing material can be
caused by a number of factors:Poor selection of gasket material
- Chemical incompatibility, the
use of jointing compounds,
permeability of material or
incorrect dimensions.

Poor preparation of the joint.
Uneven, damaged, corroded or
dirty flange faces, unlubricated
bolt threads, fastener failure and
damaged gasket.

Incorrect assembly, uneven load,
not installed centrally, crushed
gasket and re-tightening after
service exposure.

Problem

Likely feature

Likely effect

Possible solution

Insufficient load
applied to gasket.

Gasket under compressed.
No flange surface imprint.
Gasket blown out.

Joint leaks on starting up,
during or after process.

Fit new gasket and apply higher
load. Or select a more compressible
material. Ensure a lubricant is
applied to both bolt and nuts.

Excessive load applied to gasket.

Gasket overcompressed/
Gasket extruded.

Joint leaks on start up.

Refit and apply lower load to gasket
Select a material with a higher
compressive strength/better creep
resistance.

Uneven load applied to gasket.

Gasket unevenly compressed/
Gasket blown out.

Joint leaks on start up
during or after process.

Use proper bolting procedures.
Ensure flanges are flat and
aligned correctly.

Jointing compound/ Grease
applied to gasket or
flange or faces.

Gasket overcompressed/
Gasket extruded.

Joint leaks on start up
during or after process

Ensure gaskets are fitted dry
and flanges are clean.

Poor flange condition

Gasket extruded
Gasket unevenly compressed

Joint leaks on start up.

Ensure gasket surface finish is
correct. Ensure flange faces are
clean and dry.

Chemical Attack

Gasket embrittled (rubber
containing materials) Gasket
material missing around bore.

Joint leaks on start up
or during service.

Ensure gasket is compatible
with fluid.

Thermal Attack

Gasket embrittled (rubber
containing materials)
Gasket material missing.

Joint leaks on start up
or during service.

Ensure gasket is compatible
with service conditions.

Galvanic Corrosion

Pitting/stress corrosion of flange
surface. Corrosion of metallic
components

Joint leaks on start up
or during service.

Ensure metallic gasket and components
are compatible with flange materials. Use
electrically insulating materials.

TEC Products Range

With a reputation for excellent service and delivery, you
can rest assured that ERIKS Gasket Technology is also
meticulous about the quality of it's product range.

Foam
ERIKS Gasket Technology are leaders in the manufacture and supply of sealing and
insulation products, We have a wide selection of foam and sponge materials which we can
supply to your requirements using our Precision Water Jet Cutters, Oscillating Knife 'Flash'
Machines or Automatic LC Presses.

Our Solutions In Rubber range, SIRTEC. Offers a wide range of custom made rubber
components to match your requirements, ranging from rubber gaskets, tapes and sealing
strips through to 'o' rings, extrusions and rubber mouldings. Our custom made moulded
components to your specifications in both small prototype batches to large production
quantities. Products can range from intricate custom mouldings, heat exchanger gaskets,
and case seals made to your requirements through to washers, grommets, diaphragms
and hoses. These parts can be manufactured in a wide selection of compounds and
performances to suit your application.

Therma
Our ThermaTEC product range covers a broad section of materials and engineering
solutions customised to suit your application. Our extensive manufacturing capabilities
ensure ERIKS Gasket Technology offers the most comprehensive and innovative product
range in the market today.

We also supply a comprehensive range of other material grades. For more advice please
contact our sales department
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